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How to use this brochure
This brochure showcases some of the highlights of all-new Corsa. Please note that some of the vehicles shown include options available at extra
cost and not all of the features described are available on every model. You can click through to the all-new Corsa Price and Specification Guide
for all the latest details.
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We’ve
switched
it up.
Corsa’s back and it’s better than ever.
Read on to find out just how much.
Did we mention it’s gone electric too?
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Think bigger
Yes, it’s a Corsa, but it’s like no Corsa you’ve seen before.
The exterior’s been totally switched up – all-new Corsa feels
modern, dynamic and poised. While the cool, stylish interior
has been updated to bring you the latest tech
and innovation.
At its heart is a brand-new engine range, starring the
first-ever all-electric Corsa that gives you everyday
driving thrills with low running costs. Didn’t expect
that, did you?
The other engines are pretty spectacular too; an all-new
petrol/diesel powertrain portfolio boasts significantly
better fuel economy and improved CO2, for a drive
that’s efficient yet totally addictive.
It’s official – the next generation of Corsa is here.
So, let’s get into it.
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Loads to love
Everyday excitement
Engineered for everyday driving
thrills with a brand-new choice of
petrol and diesel engines plus an
all-new, 100% electric powertrain.

First-class
interior
A class-leading
high-quality
interior, now
featuring
Alcantara cloth,
will have you
looking (and
feeling) fantastic.

Seamless
connectivity
The latest
and greatest
connectivity
features
keep you
entertained
and well
connected.
Bold new look
A new confident design
makes all-new Corsa a car
you’ll be proud to own.

Real-world tech
Small car proportions with big-car features,
to keep you safe, comfortable and in control.
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Looks
the part
Sporty, stylish and perfectly in proportion.
All-new Corsa really looks the part. With
sleek flowing lines, dynamic curves and bold
new front grille – it all adds up to make Corsa
stand out, turn heads and get you noticed.
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Like what you see?
Let’s take a closer look...
Floating roof design*
A stylish two-tone floating roof
takes all-new Corsa’s styling to
the next level.
New front grille
Corsa’s front profile is now much
bolder – with a new front grille
that feels refined and stylish.
New LED headlights
Corsa’s really grown up – the new
grille and front bumper are
complemented by bold new
LED headlights.
New LED tail lights*
An all-new LED tail light design
is the perfect addition to Corsa’s
much sportier rear.

*Standard on certain models.
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Feel good
things
Get into the all-new Corsa and you’ll never
want to get out. With a cabin that’s spacious,
welcoming and packed full of premium
features and state-of-the-art tech. Like an
all-new integrated infotainment system that
puts all your important info in reach and in
your eyeline.
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It’ll drive
you wild
And it isn’t just all style and great looks.
All-new Corsa is just as impressive under
the bonnet. You get a choice of petrol or
diesel engines, boasting an outstanding
set of performance figures, with no
compromise on efficiency. If that just isn’t
enough, on the SRi model you can drive in
Sport mode and take things even further.
Add to that the new all-electric Corsa-e,
that propels you from 0–30mph in just
2.8 seconds, and you have Corsa’s most
exciting line up yet.
Are you ready?
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Small in size, large on life,
all-new Corsa’s engineered
to make every drive more
enjoyable whatever your
power choice.
Prepare to be
seriously impressed...

Petrol and diesel
An all-new powertrain portfolio features
a choice of efficient petrol and diesel
engines that pack a punch with less
drain on your pocket.
In fact, New Corsa
petrol engines are
up to 19% more
fuel efficient.
Win win.

Automatic transmission
It’s smooth sailing with Corsa’s new
8-speed auto transmission, with three
different driving modes; Sport,
Normal and Eco. City driving, made easy.

Sport mode
License to thrill? Switch your Corsa SRi
into Sport mode and you’ll get sharper
throttle response, lighter steering and
an all-round exciting ride.
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An electric car that’s more everyday than out-of-the-way. One that’s
accessible to everyone. And most importantly, one that doesn’t cost
the earth. Say hello to the new all-electric Corsa-e. It’s 100% electric,
100% exciting, and designed to fit in with your life perfectly.
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Up to 209-mile range
The new all-electric Corsa-e takes
you everywhere you want to go with
a 100% electric powertrain and
impressive 209-mile range. With EVspecific connected services you can
precondition the car, set delayed
charging cycles, search for charging
stations for a set navigation route,
all from your smartphone.
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Additionally, the Corsa-e features
an intuitive on-board app that gives
the driver an accurate overview of
the current state of charge, the
range and driving stats.
Dynamic driving experience
The Corsa-e delivers effortless
acceleration when you need it, gliding
from 0-60mph in just 7.6 seconds.
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209 miles
on a full-charge*

0-60 mph

What’s more, you get a choice of
driving modes, depending on your
mood and the driving conditions.
Sport mode increases the thrill, while
Eco mode optimises your range.

in 7.6 seconds

FIND OUT MORE

*Provisional data. The electric range shown was achieved using the new WLTP test procedure. Figures are intended for comparability purposes only. The electric range you achieve under real life driving conditions will depend
upon a number of factors, including the accessories fitted after registration, variations in driving styles, weather conditions and vehicle load.
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Charging options
With various charging options you can charge your
Corsa-e anywhere, whether at a specifically designed
wallbox, a public charging station or at home. When
you’re out and about a rapid charger can re-charge the
battery from 15% to 80% in 30 minutes, whilst a home
wallbox (7kW) will give you a full charge in 7.5 hours.
Low running costs
The Corsa-e offers truly exceptional running costs.
Not only that but your servicing costs are lower too.
Fully electric cars are currently also exempt from vehicle
excise duty, and there’s no congestion charge to pay,
either. That’s some serious savings.
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No congestion
charges
15-80%
charge
in 30 minutes*

£0 VED
1% BiK**

Government grants
The government has made grants available for electric
vehicles. For the Corsa-e, the government grant is up to
£3,000. Providing you meet a few more criteria*, you can
also qualify for up to £350 towards the installation of an
authorised home charging unit. Ask your Retailer for more
information about the Vauxhall home charging offer.
*You can obtain 15-80% of the vehicle charge in 30 minutes from a 100kW
rapid charging station. Rapid charging stations are widely available across the
UK at various locations and their power rating varies, typically from 50kW and
sometimes up to 350kW. The charging time may vary according to the type
and power of the charging station, the outside temperature at the charging
point and the battery temperature. **From 21/22 tax year.

FIND OUT MORE
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Safety

You want to feel safe on the road, that’s a given. So we’ve packed
all-new Corsa with all the safety and driver assistance features you
need to get out and get on with life (and be safe while you do it).
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IntelliLux LED lighting
®

IntelliLux LED® Matrix headlights* automatically adapt your
headlights according to the type of road or driving conditions.
There are eight variations, whether you’re in a city street or
country lane, parking up or driving round a tight bend.
*Standard on certain models.
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Safety features
Forward collision alert
Slow or stationary car
upfront? Forward Collision
spots it and lets you know
immediately, giving you plenty
of warning time to
hit the brakes.

Automatic emergency braking
with pedestrian detection
This clever system helps to
avoid low-speed rear-end
collisions by automatically
braking if it senses a potential
impact. It will also brake to
protect pedestrians who’ve
walked in your path.

Speed sign recognition
This advanced sign-detection
system picks up and displays
speed limits and other
important traffic signs
– even temporary ones.

Lane departure warning
Lane departure warning gives
you a heads up (and an audio
alert) should you start drifting
out of lane.

Vauxhall driver assistance systems are intended to support the driver within the system-imminent limitations. The driver remains responsible for the driving task at all times.
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Driver assistance features
Front and rear parking distance sensors*
Endlessly driving around looking for a space?
This will help you steer into that tight spot
no problem.

Rear-view camera*
The rear-view camera makes it easy
to avoid pedestrians, bumps and
scratches when you back in and
out of tight spaces.

Driver drowsiness alert
Our seriously smart driver drowsiness
alert uses sensors to keep an eye out
and warn you if you show signs of
tiredness. So you’ll know when it’s time
to stop for that all-important break.

*Standard on certain models. Vauxhall driver assistance systems are intended to support the driver within the system-imminent limitations. The driver remains responsible for the driving task at all times.
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Make yourself
at home
All-new Corsa’s interior not only looks
good but it does good. It’s packed
full of features to keep you and your
passengers relaxed, comfortable and
entertained wherever you go.
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Interior comfort features
Heated steering
wheel and seats*
Nothing says comfort
more than heated seats
– add to that a heated
steering wheel and
you’ll be feeling
totally pampered.

Air-con and electronic climate control*
You’ll be ‘just right’, whatever the weather with
manual air conditioning* or electronic climate control*.

Storage solutions
and load area
There’s space for everything
inside all-new Corsa, with
storage spots right where you
need them, and a bigger boot
for your luggage, shopping
bags… and the rest.

Massage driver’s seat*
A seat that keeps you cool,
comfortable and massages you
while you drive, sounds too
good to be true, doesn’t it?
It isn’t – it comes as standard
on all-new Corsa Ultimate
Nav models.

*Standard on certain models.
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Connectivity and infotainment
Multimedia and Multimedia Navi
You’ll find a multimedia system
as standard in every New Corsa.
Featuring a colour touchscreen
and full smartphone integration*,
it serves up smart entertainment
using Apple CarPlay and Google
Android Auto™. In addition, on
Nav models, you’ll get Vauxhall
Connect as standard with access
to navigation services such as
live traffic and road safety alerts,
journey management, fuel prices
and parking information. You can
even check out the weather.

*Please note that compatibility and certain
functions may be different depending on the
type of device and operating system you’re using
with the Multimedia systems. Apple CarPlay
is a trademark of Apple Inc. Apple and iPhone
are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the
U.S. and other countries. Android is a trademark
of Google Inc, also registered in the U.S. and
other countries. **Available on certain models.
†
Standard on Nav models only. Services may
require a subscription/fee and are subject to
mobile network coverage and availability. Live
navigation services are included for 3 years
and thereafter are subject to an additional
subscription fee.

Smartphone projection, USB
and Bluetooth® connectivity
All-new Corsa features
Bluetooth® connectivity and
USB connection**. You can
also connect your smartphone
using Apple CarPlay or Android
Auto™ to project your phone
onto the Multimedia display.
Simple access to your phone,
music and apps, complete with
voice control.
Multimedia Navi Pro**
All of the Multimedia
infotainment system features,
including Vauxhall Connect
services, plus an enlarged
10-inch colour touchscreen
and a cool 7-inch colour
driver information cluster.

Vauxhall Connect†
Peace of mind when you need
it, and so much more, 24/7, 365
days a year. In an emergency or
breakdown, you can call up help
at the touch of a button. You can
access live navigation services,
receive regular vehicle diagnostic
info plus there’s a host of remote
convenience features available
through the MyVauxhall app.
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Simply brilliant

We want to make buying your all-new Corsa as stress-free
as possible, so we’ve made it even simpler to choose the
Corsa that suits you. We now have an easy to understand
walk up, with no fussy options or add-ons to choose from.
SE models
First in the line-up is the
wonderfully well-equipped SE.
The SE Premium model adds a
little touch of luxury and tech.

SRi models
This sporty little number
also comes in Premium
form featuring all the tech
you need.

Elite models
Elite comes with luxury features
as standard. Elite Nav Premium
gives you a few extra styling and
technology features.

Ultimate Nav models
A little bit of everything;
our range-topping Ultimate
model completes the line-up.
FIND OUT MORE
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Electrifying
There are three Corsa-e models to choose from.
They are all exceptionally well-equipped, 100%
electric and 100% ready to excite you.

SE Nav Premium models
Everything you need for an all-electric life on
the road. Comfort, essential connectivity and
real-world tech.

SRi Nav Premium
The sportier one of the pack, SRi Nav
Premium ramps up the style with additional
classy touches both inside and out.

Elite Nav Premium models
Need just a little more style, premium comfort
and tech? Then the 100% electric Elite Nav
Premium is just what you need.
FIND OUT MORE
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The finishing touch

What does your car say
about you? Stylish and
understated, bold and
beautiful… it’s your call.

Please note, rear tailgate spoiler design may differ from that illustrated.

Navy Blue
Metallic

Jade White
Brilliant

Quartz Grey
Metallic

Diamond Black
Metallic

Voltaic Blue
Metallic

Hot Red
Premium

Power Orange
Premium

Please refer to the latest Corsa Price and Specification Guide for
details of colour availability by model and price, by clicking through
to vauxhall.co.uk/gonewcorsa. The colours reproduced may vary
slightly from the actual paint colour. As a result they should be used
as a guide only. Your Vauxhall Retailer has a comprehensive display
of our paint samples.
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Step inside
SE models

Whichever model you choose,
you’re guaranteed style and attentiongrabbing good looks.
SE models
Fresez black cloth seat trim
inserts with mistral cloth side bolsters
and surrounds.

SRi models

SRi models
Banda black cloth seat trim
inserts with mistral cloth side bolsters
and surrounds.
Signal red and dark titanium
seat stitching.

Elite Nav models

Elite models
Captain cloth seat trim inserts with
premium leather-effect side bolsters
and surrounds.
Ultimate Nav models
Alcantara seat trim with Mistral
premium leather-effect side bolsters
and surrounds.

Ultimate models
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The pretty…
Body styling kit
Add a little personalisation to your Corsa with this
stylish accessory bodykit. It adds special side skirts
and spoilers to the front and rear bumpers and
tailgate in a Gloss Black finish. You can also add
these dynamic looking decals to the bonnet and
roof in black or white.
Add a dash of colour to your Corsa
You can choose to colour up* the following
accessories to match the bodykit:
• Exterior door mirror covers
• Grille bar
• Interior facia inserts
• Inserts for the accessory 17-inch
diamond-cut, bi-colour alloy wheels

Gloss Black
Solid

Jade White
Brilliant

Hot Red
Premium

Voltaic Blue
Metallic

*Please refer to the latest Corsa Price and Specification Guide for details of colour availability.
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… And the
practical
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Sometimes you want your car to do that little bit more
for you, that’s where Vauxhall Accessories come in.
Make it even easier (and more affordable) by building
accessories into your choice of finance plan.
1. Floor mats
Protect your floors from everyday wear with our hardwearing floor mats in rubber, carpet and velour styles.
2. Boot liner
Let your Corsa’s load area take a beating without
the worry. This semi-rigid moulded plastic liner
provides maximum protection yet is easily removed
for cleaning.
3. Armrest
A handy centre armrest with interior storage for all your
bits and bobs. Folds upwards when you’re not using it.
4. FlexConnect folding table
A foldaway tray with integrated cup holder, offers
a stable resting place for your personal items.

Please note, leather seat trim illustrated is no longer available.

4
3
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Get more with MyVauxhall
MyVauxhall is your one-stop shop for everything Vauxhall. From service
schedules and owners’ manuals to online service booking and product
updates – MyVauxhall is your digital passport to the world of Vauxhall.
One login gives you access to both the website and the app.
 anage your Vauxhall – Book a service online with your
• M
chosen Retailer
• V
 auxhall Connect – Access any connected services
available for your vehicle via the MyVauxhall app
• O
 wner documents and tutorials – Access to your vehicle’s
owners’ manual, infotainment tutorials and ‘how to’ videos
How to get MyVauxhall
Registering for MyVauxhall is simple:
1.	When you order your Corsa, your Retailer will help
you pre-register for MyVauxhall.
2.	We’ll send you an e-mail invitation to activate
your MyVauxhall account and complete
your registration.
3.	MyVauxhall is ready to go – use it through any
web browser, or the MyVauxhall app on your mobile
device, available to download the from Google Play
or Apple App Store.

Book a Test Drive
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We’ve switched it up,
now it’s your turn
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Standout style, ‘big-car’ technology, classleading entertainment and an all-new
electric powertrain that brings the future
into the right now. All-new Corsa’s here
and it’s set to change the game. For all the
latest detailed information on the all-new
Corsa, click on the button below.
PRICE AND SPECIFICATION GUIDE

If you’re a fleet decision-maker or company
car driver check out vauxhall.co.uk/fleet
where you can find information on our free
3 Day Test Drive Programme*, whole life
cost analysis, company car taxation and
vehicle finance.

*The free 3 Day Test Drive Programme is open to Company Car Drivers
and Fleet Decision-Makers. To book a test drive, log on to vauxhall3dtd.
co.uk or call 0330 587 8221. Telephone lines open Monday–Friday
9.00am to 5.00pm excluding Bank Holidays. Calls may be recorded
or monitored for quality and/or training purposes. Available for UK
Mainland only. Terms and Conditions apply. Full terms and conditions
can be found at vauxhallfleet.co.uk/testdrive/index/terms

For more information call 0345 600 1500
For Fleet enquiries call 0330 587 8222
Discover the full Vauxhall range at vauxhall.co.uk

Join us online

Some feature descriptions in this guide may refer to, and some illustrations may show, optional equipment not included in the standard delivery. The information
contained in this brochure was accurate at the time of publication. We reserve the right to make changes in design and equipment. Please note that Vauxhall Retailers
are not the agents of Vauxhall Motors Limited and are not authorised to bind Vauxhall Motors Limited by any specific or implied undertaking or representation.
It is advisable to ensure that your motor insurance policy provides adequate cover for additional fitted options and accessories. The colours in this guide are only
approximate actual colours. Illustrated optional equipment is available at extra charge. Availability, technical features and equipment provided on our vehicles
can vary by model. For precise information on the equipment provided on our vehicles, please contact your local Vauxhall Retailer.
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